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Holmes Agro has added a High Clearance Amazone Dry Fertilizer Application Unit for 2021 bringing new spreading technology 
to Holmes Agro Customers to continue to provide optimum spread 
performance. 
 
New Features include  
· ProfisPro weighing system- scale that automatically recalculates 
and readjusts fertilizer as applied 
· Intelligent fill management alerts the tender driver when the required 
amount for the the job is onboard 
· The box is on a 5-degree incline to the back of the machine to allow 
for balanced weight on both axels and a lower center of gravity 
· Multi Section control to allow variable width application on narrowing 
field passes 
· The spreading unit has been developed using three- dimensional 
spread patterns so that a perfect lateral distribution of up to 175 ft 
working widths is achieved. The large overlap zones ensure a perfect spread pattern and are significantly more consistent with 
regard to any the external influences such as a side wind, change in topography, humidity and changing fertilizer qualities. 
· The double vein spinner allows for precise placement of fertilizer along headlands being able to select to spread slightly over 
field boundary, right at the field boundary, and 1 m in from field boundary 
· The ArgusTwin system consists of 14 radar sensors monitor the spread pattern out the back of the machine and adjusts on 
the fly if it detects an uneven spread 

The 2021 winter wheat crop broke dormancy during the end of March in the warm spring conditions. With good looking stands 
many are wondering when, and how much nitrogen to apply to their winter wheat. A plant stand assessment can play a big role 
in the decision of to replant or when and how much nitrogen you should be putting down this spring. The ideal plant stand is 
around +/- 20 well rooted plants per foot of row and 2-3 tillers preplant to produce 90-95% of your yield potential. When walking 
your fields, it is important to assess all areas of the field and to walk in a “W” or “Z” pattern and make note of the variability in 
the stand. It is also important to keep an eye on frost heaving, ice and ponding, and other factors that could affect the amount 
of winter kill. Overall plant health can be determined by cutting into the crown of the plant to expose the tissue. If the inside of 
the crown is white or light green the plant is still alive but if the tissue is brown the plant is unlikely to recover and is dead.  
 

Spring is an excellent time to fertilize hay fields and pasture with nitrogen to promote growth. That will not only increase yields 
but also increase feed quality and protein in your forages. This dry spring makes it more feasible to drive over the field before 
growth has really started reducing the damage to the growing forages without concern for soil compaction. Legumes produce 
their own nitrogen so a forage stand of 60% or more legume generally doesn’t need additional N. P and K should be applied to 
cover removal rate or by soil test levels. Since the N from MAP is the most economical source of N, it never hurts to apply MAP 
as your source of phosphorous applying a small amount of N even in a legume stand. Since Nitrogen is very water-soluble 
nutrient, it can move quite easily in the soil so N losses can be high in sandy soils or after heavy or extended rainfall. Therefore, 
it’s always best to apply smaller quantities more frequently as the forage crop is growing. A pure or high % grass stand or pasture 
requires 40-60 lbs of actual N in the spring and after each cut. Consider sulphur (S) requirements by including ammonium-
sulphate application to avoid S deficiency and increase % CP. Rule of thumb 1 lb of S for every 7 lbs of N. These rates can be 
reduced if manure was applied. Never apply manure or fertilizer on frozen ground and since Nitrogen is so volatile, consider 
treating urea with a urease inhibitor to delay volatilization losses. Products such as Puryield will allow the N to become available 
over a longer period of time and is ideal for pasture promoting growth over a longer period of time with fewer applications. 

 
*********** Check the website holmesagro.com for general information and upcoming important dates ************* 

 

Amazone Spreader in Orangeville  

Wheat Stand Assessments 

Nitrogen Consideration when Fertilizing Forages 



Forage Seed - Update 
We want to remind you we work with two great suppliers on forage seeds. Speare Seeds and Mapleseed carry an extensive line 
of alfalfa and other legumes as well as forage grasses and annual forages to help provide you with forage solutions that make 
sense for you.  
With the change in our fertilizer tower, we can easily blend forage seeds into your fertilizer and custom apply with our airf low 
machines. Please note: this option is not available for 25 kg bags. If this interests you, please reach out to your agronomist and 
they will be able to discuss this service in detail with you!   

Next in our series on Precision Ag technologies, we will take a look at variable rate seeding. Seed is an expensive input, and 
by optimizing seeding rates, we can see returns in crop performance, seed costs, or sometimes both. The key to being 
successful in variable rate seeding is to properly identify and create the zones. Working off one year’s yield information or 
imagery can sometimes lead to improper zones, as areas of the field can ‘swing” based on the conditions of one growing year. 
Think a low clay depression, on a dry year, that will be your best yielding area. In a wet year, it may drown out. The more 
layers you can combine, the better chance of having properly set up zones. One of the best layers you can use is a soil test 
(grid or zone). This can identify areas of the field that would have the highest water and nutrient holding capacity, and therefore 
the best yield potential. When we are creating a VR script for corn, we raise the population in the better areas of the field, as 
there is more potential there to feed more plants, and more cobs. With soybeans, it is the opposite. When in good conditions 
soybeans can become incredibly branchy and put out lots of large pods. If we put too many plants in those areas, they may 
actually negatively affect one another, and increase potential for diseases. By changing your population across soil 
types/topography/water holding capacity, we can ensure that each seed’s production is maximized, and we are getting the best 
economic return per acre on our input investment. 

 

Our desktop and mobile versions of Myfarm continue to evolve along with our new 
precision acre program. We have added some new functionality to both Myfarm platforms, 
and rebranded the system with updated logos. These systems are designed to be crop 
planning, record keeping, and communication tools between growers, agronomists, and 
admin staff here at Holmes Agro. The value of having solid plans for spring including seed, 
fertility, and crop protection recommendations cannot be overstated. The spring season 
is hectic for everyone and having documented, and communicated plans minimizes the chances of mistakes and oversights on 
everyone’s part. If you currently either don’t have access to your Myfarm account or haven’t looked at, we strongly encourage 
you to do so. There are resources available including instruction manuals for both the desktop and mobile versions which will 
have you navigate the system. The mobile version is a web app which means its compatible with both iOS, and android platforms. 
Let us know if you would like more information or help in getting set up before the busy season hits. 

 
The Feeding your Future campaign led by the Ontario Federation of Agriculture has launched an initiative to connect Ontario’s Agri-Food 
workforce. The organization has partner with the University of Guelph Ridgetown Campus to create an online course that is designed to give 
participants a general overview of the farming operations and how to work safely in an agriculture environment. The  Certificate is broken 
into 7 key modules that cover the basics from careers in agriculture, agriculture worker health and safety, workplace hazards, PPE, farm 
equipment operation, and livestock and crop operations.   

 
Check out more information at: https://feedingyourfuture.ca/agri-training/ontario-agriculture-worker-safety-and-awareness-
certificate/  

Going Paperless conserves valuable resources and is more efficient than regular postal mail. Sign up for any of the following 
options available for Holmes Agro customers: 

• Invoices and Statements: Contact our office staff to set up your account for paperless billing: micheller@holmesagro.com  

• Payments: Setting up online or telephone banking is simple. Select Holmes Agro as the payee and use your 5-digit account 

number, which is listed next to your account name on invoices and statements. 

• Newsletters: Please email Laura to sign up for electronic newsletters: laura@holmesagro.com  
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